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I.

House Improvements

-

The first-floor bathroom has been completely restructured, with the
entrance moved from the coat room to the Willard room. Additionally,
the coat room has been re-engineered into a separate ADA-compliant
stall adjacent to the rest of the first-floor bathrooms.

-

Clear signage with Braille has been added to all main areas of the club.

-

A new outdoor deck has been installed, complete with an accessibility
ramp, bar seating as well as additional table seating that amounts to
double the dining capacity, and an enhanced view of our outdoor stage.

-

The upstairs lounge has been repainted a soothing shade of lavender, in
an effort to encourage a calming and meditative space. The lounge also
contains free menstrual products and we plan to stock it further with
relaxing items such as face masks.

-

The old grand piano in the Willard Room has been replaced with a new
one, which has recently been tuned and is now ready to play.

-

The pool table has been repaired, allowing the great sport of Balls to be
played with as much gusto as it requires.

II.

Community Engagement

-

We recently held a very popular members’ event dedicated to the 2022
Lunar New Year where members were led by Asian and Asian-American
students in dumpling and wonton folding. Students also used leftover
food in the making of a vegan noodle dish. Similar cultural events are
planned for the future and will be led by our Intersectionality Chairs.

-

We have begun a new monthly watercolor-painting night where
members and those invited by members from the greater Princeton
community come to the club to socialize and paint. Paintings that are
not taken home by the artist are hung up in the main dining room,
brightening the space.

-

We have a Discord server to connect our members, totaling over 200
including our new sophomore class, during times away from the club.

III.

Sustainability

-

We continue to compost and recycle.

-

We continue to serve Fourth Course, an aptly named fourth course of
the day at 10:30 PM, in which members reuse dinner leftovers to cook a
new meal. The practice significantly reduces Terrace’s daily food waste.

-

We continue to serve beverages exclusively in washable tumblers on
open nights, producing zero plastic waste by the end of each night.

Terrace would like to offer many kind thanks to the Princeton Prospect
Foundation for all they have done and continue to do, and we would also like
to thank the reader for their time. We at Terrace hope to both follow in the
great footsteps of those who have served before us and to forge new paths
with love and generosity. It is a privilege to serve this incredible community.
For further information, please contact me at isabellapu@princeton.edu.
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